Our GALLERY TAKEOVER PROGRAM is designed for Curators and aspiring future
Gallerists and Artist Collectives!
Interested? Read on!
Do you have a curation or exhibition you’d like to show but can’t find a gallery that will let you
show it? We’ve been there, and it’s the worst feeling, all the galleries and project spaces are
booked with their programming and your show gets so delayed that your creative mind drops
it and moves on, with that show never seeing the light of day...
With our program you can get things done and showcase your project!
Here’s how it works:
- Submit your exhibition proposal, along with images of the art and past shows, if any.
Once reviewed and agreed upon, you’ll be able to take over our main space for 2 weeks!
(See floor plan below)
- This is on a first come first served basis, so make sure you book your desired dates as
soon as possible.
-This will be a pop-up, strictly ART event under your name, hence the name “Gallery
Takeover” For this reason our logo is not on the storefront of the gallery.
- With your exhibition you’ll have the ability to come and go as you please within our
business hours, and if some days you can’t come in, then worry not, we will make sure
to process your sales for you and keep you in the loop with the activities of your show.

Pricing:
$2,000 for 2 weeks plus 10% from your sales
OR
$1,500 for 2 weeks plus 15% from your sales

That's $107-142 a day vs. $5,000 a day! You can’t beat that!

So chip in with your friends if you have to and get yourself an awesome space for your art
project/exhibition and expend your career’s resume!

Floor plan

ArtToSaveLives Contemporary is dedicated to enhancing the cultural enrichment of the
individual artist and also the local communities we collaborate with.

